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Welcome to Indonesia!

A

market of over 250 million individuals and strong economic
growth. That’s Indonesia. Who would not feel the urge to
conquer that market?
During the 80’s and 90’s of the 20th century, Indonesia
was known as one of the Asian ‘tigers’ characterized by strong
economic growth and seemingly limitless opportunities. But
then, the economy almost totally collapsed during the first
few months of the Asian Monetary Crisis in 1997. In
Indonesia, the crisis forced strongman President Soeharto to
step down in May 1998. Indonesia finally joined the
brotherhood of democratic nations.
Just before the onset of the economic crisis in late
1997, the government boasted that within a year or two the
economy would ‘take off’ (a term used in circles of development experts) and change Indonesia from a developing
country to a developed country. Two decades later, and
Indonesia’s economy is finally strong and stable again.
Indonesia remains one of the economic ‘powerhouses’ in the
region. Its international standing is growing. Meanwhile, our
7th President Joko ‘Jokowi’ Widodo brings hopes for a break
with the past through his fight against corruption,
bureaucracy, lawlessness and his support for ethnic and
religious minorities. A former businessman himself he pushes
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for rapid and significant improvements of the nation’s
decrepit infrastructure and woos foreign investors.

There are many sources to guide entrepreneurs with
their business efforts in Indonesia. Unlike those sources,
Doing Business in Indonesia looks at Indonesia from a
different perspective: from within Indonesia. This short guide
does not lure you to invest your money in Indonesia, but
helps you to understand the mindset and behavior of
Indonesians and then decide if it will be worth the risk.
There is a lot to experience in Indonesia with much to
enjoy and an awful lot to learn. Indonesia is a country of
many cultures, court dances and mysterious shadow puppet
plays. Indonesia is the country of many ancient Hindu and
Buddhist temples. Some of that history is still manifest in the
minds of Indonesia’s business community.
Most Indonesians are easygoing and amicable people,
interested to know you and to work with you.
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Unfortunately, Indonesian business people still bear
the stigma of being undisciplined. It is believed that they
always show up late for appointments -or not at all, and like
to change agreements after the signing of the contract. Some
of that may still be true. But things are changing fast in
Indonesia. On time arrival for appointments, honoring
commitments and living up to expectations are now accepted
practices.

Selamat datang! Welcome to Indonesia!
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Preparations at Home

T

he need to be meticulous in your preparations is to consider
as if you are setting up a business in China or Russia. Or to
climb Mount Everest. There are many sources to help you on
your way. Such as your country’s embassy in Indonesia, the
Indonesian embassy in your country and several B2B fora
around the globe.
Don’t rely on just one source of information. By the
time you feel you’re ready to make the jump, do so by visiting
Indonesia several times. Just to test the waters.
In the following chapters, we’ll address:






Investment opportunities
Setting up shop in Indonesia
Indonesia’s import and export regulations
Visa regulations
What to know to understand Indonesians

Indonesia’s economy is set to become the world’s 7th
largest economy. We still have a long way to go, but the
central government and the business community are happy to
make our ‘Indonesian Dream’ come true and build partnerships with business partners overseas.
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Investment Opportunities

A

n excellent starting point for your Indonesia venture is BKPM,
the National Investment Coordinating Board. There are many
investment opportunities, grouped in five main categories:
Agriculture
Infrastructure
Industry
Tourism
Maritime
BKPM publishes a negative investment list of products
and sectors that are closed to (foreign) investments -scroll to
page 10 and 11.
Foreign investors are entitled to certain tax facilities.

BKPM’s office is located at: Jl. Jend. Gatot Subroto No.
44, Jakarta 12190, phone: +62 21 520 2050, info@bkpm.go.id.
A list of selected companies in Indonesia (and possible
business partners) is available at Indonesia Investments.
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Setting up Shop in Indonesia

T

he investment climate in Indonesia is improving. Still, there
remain many challenges in doing business in Indonesia. On
the other hand, as we have seen, opportunities increase as
well.
One of the challenges for a successful business is to
comply with the many rules and regulations to set up shop in
the country. Not just at the central level, but also at regional
and local levels due to Indonesia’s regionalized government
structure. In several respects regions are just as powerful or
more powerful than the national government.
The most comprehensive source with a step-by-step
approach is the World Bank’s website. It provides information
on a range of topics from starting a business, enforcing
contracts to dealing with insolvency. Not just for Jakarta, but
for dozens of cities and towns throughout the country. The
data and information can also be downloaded.
What entrepreneurs need to decide is how to operate in
Indonesia. Basically, there are three options:
 As a joint venture
Emerhub recommends: “If your industry is not in the
negative investment list, then only go for a joint
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venture for strategic purposes, such as gaining local
insights, having existing market share etc.”
Thomson Reuters mentions two types of joint
ventures: “Corporate Joint Venture, which involves the
setting up of a legal entity by the parties to the joint
venture” and
“Contractual Joint Venture, a form of co-operation
that is governed by an agreement and does not
involve the establishment of a legal entity.”
 To work with a local agent
Indonesia Investment quotes that a foreign investment company cannot perform any distributor or
agent activities in Indonesia. It needs to set up a
limited liability foreign investment company (PT PMA)
which acts as a distributor/wholesaler; or a foreign
trade representative office
 Or to set up a representative office
The procedure to set up a representative office is
similar to those for a local agent.
The cost of doing business in Indonesia is an important
part of your analyses. A comprehensive overview is available
at BKPM’s site and includes
The next step is to apply for the required import or export
licenses.
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Import and Export Regulations

T

here are three different import licenses: General Import
License, Producer Import License, and Limited Import License.
Borderlinx and Cekindo will be happy to assist in selecting the
correct license and take care of the paperwork. Especially for
US companies there is Export.gov.
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Visa Regulations

F

or full details about visas, see the website of the Indonesian
Embassy or Consulate or use the services of a trusted visa
agency such as Okusi.
Whatever you do, don’t rush to Indonesia as a tourist
(most countries’ citizens are entitled to a free 30 days’ tourist
visa) when you plan to do business. Instead, apply for a
business visa. The most import precondition to obtain a
business visa is an invitation letter from a sponsoring
company.
A business visa allows you to enter negotiations and
the like and stay in Indonesia for up to 60 days, if needed.
Multiple entry business visas are available as well. These are
valid for 12 months.
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About Time

A

business visa for 60 days? Why would anyone need to be in
Indonesia for that long? Well, it’s not a bad idea to be in the
country for a little more than the regular two or three weeks
that tourists consider sufficient to wind down and get a tan.
From a business development perspective, even 60
days is not enough to establish a close relationship with your
business partners. Doing business in Indonesia (as in other
parts in Asia) is conducted between individuals trusting each
other, and becoming friends. Eventually they consider
themselves ‘family’. Which takes time. If you have explored
how to be successful in China, then follow the same path for
doing business in Indonesia. Invest in your prospective
partners, trying to understand their culture, mannerisms,
language and business practices.
By traveling back and forth to Indonesia several times,
Indonesia will grow on you.
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Indonesia will grow on you

E

xpats often say that getting used to Indonesia takes an effort.
But eventually, they say, Indonesia grows on you and they
find it hard to leave. Look at former president Obama, who
spent his childhood years in Jakarta. He still has a soft spot for
Indonesia. Let’s see how Indonesia can grow on you.

Language
Bahasa Indonesia is the national language. It is one of the
several hundreds of local languages, not even counting the
dialects, spoken by most Indonesians.
We don’t expect to foreigners have an interest in our
language, but we’re thrilled when they do and try to learn the
language. Foreign businessmen will earn many kudos with
their Indonesian counterparts.
To help you on your way, here is a short guide to
pronunciation:
A
C
G
I
J
K
Y

: pronunciation as in are
: is pronounced as in chatter
: is pronounced like good
: is pronounced like is
: sounds like in jazz
: at the end of a word is not pronounced, instead the
vowel preceding it is cut short
: is pronounced as in yogurt
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Two vowels are pronounced individually: main (play) is
pronounced as mah-in.

It takes at least two months to master the basics of
the language. Most business people do not have the time to
enroll for a language course. However, there are short
courses, either organized by the Indonesian embassy or
online courses.
Fortunately, many Indonesian business people speak
English, and will be more than happy to practice their English
language skills.
What follows is a short list of essential words and
expressions you may want to use:
Thank you
Terima kasih
How are you
Bagaimana kabarnya?
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Happy to meet you
I’m fine
Good morning
Good afternoon
Good evening/night
I like it (for food)
It’s spicy
What’s this/that?
See you tomorrow
Welcome!
Mr., Sir, father, dad
Mrs., Madam, mother, mom

Senang bertemu Anda
Saya baik-baik saja
Selamat pagi/siang
Selamat sore
Selamat malam
Saya suka
Pedas sekali
Apa ini/itu?
Sampai besok
Selamat datang
Bapak (or Pak)
Ibu

Most Indonesians have just one or two names. These
are given names, as it is not customary to have a family name.
So, when you are introduced to a person you will here,
something like: “please meet Pak Dodi” or “please meet Bu
Susi.” In the following conversation, always address your
partner with Pak Dodi or Bu Susi. Business cards with be
exchanged. The Chinese or Japanese way of receiving cards is
now customary: give and receive them with both hands, and
study them carefully.
By the way, the concept of ‘ladies first’ has its opposite in
Indonesia. Here we never say: ‘ladies and gentlemen’ but
always bapak-bapak dan ibu-ibu. Gentlemen enter the
elevator first, the house first, the theatre first, are greeted
first and are served first.
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Indonesians constantly look up to a Bapak and are keenly
aware of who is ‘higher’ or ‘lower’ to oneself, who is ‘junior’
and who is ‘senior’.
Please don’t feel offended with all the questions we
throw at you, way beyond the hello, how are you. It is polite
to show interest in our foreign guests (and anybody else), by
asking all sorts of personal questions, including if you’re
married. And we’re happy if you ask us similar questions.

Non-vocal language
The Javanese like to say that people from Sumatra are
rude and outspoken. Sumatrans opine that Javanese never
speak their mind. And all agree that foreigners, like Jakartans,
are rude, stressed and are always impatient. They speak too
loud and are too outspoken. In our communications with
foreigners we take care not to discuss sensitive topics. That
includes religion, politics and corruption.
The atmosphere in the meeting needs to be nice at all
times. To us it is tidak enak (not nice, not tasty but also 'it
doesn't feel good') when tempers flare, and blood pressures
rise.
To avoid that, we rarely speak our mind. If we would,
it could offend the other party and make him or her lose face.
So, trying to please our foreign friends, we say ‘yes’,
even if we may not fully agree with all the terms of the
contract. And we’re sure that you will read our body language
and the nature of the ‘yes’ that conveys the ‘yes’ is a ‘maybe’
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or a ‘no’. And therefore, we have no problems to ignore the
parts of the agreement that are the cause of the problem.
To the outsider, that is very confusing and an ineffective
way of communicating. If you indeed need to have a firm yes
or no is to ask a little further. Give details of what you need,
how you need it and when. Ask questions about how the
person would go about and do it or get it and where. Your
asking will emphasize that you are serious about the request.
Gradually, applying these filters, the true answer will emerge,
with a smile and nobody will feel offended or embarrassed.
Having said that, things are changing in Indonesia.
Modern business requirements leave little time for elaborate
questions and answers that can be interpreted either way. A
deal is a deal and time is money. You will find that well
educated people who are used to interact with foreigners or
who are professionals will tell you straightforwardly that
something can or cannot be done.

Remaining cool
Indonesia has a tropical climate with two distinct
seasons or monsoons: the dry season and the rainy season.
Daytime temperatures hover between 28 and 35 degrees
Celsius throughout the year. Humidity is high. Not the best
situation to remain cool.
The trick is to do like the locals do. Walk slowly, try to
remain in the shade and out of the blaring sunshine. Indonesians hate to walk, they only walk outdoors in the early
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morning or in the cooler evenings, only for short distances
and only in the shadow.
Foreigners on the other hand always walk too fast to
be comfortable in a tropical climate. For us it’s hard to understand why. Are you short of time? In that case, schedule
fewer activities or leave home earlier. Or are you angry
(because foreigners often walk with frowns and with red hot
faces)? In that case slow down, take life as it comes and enjoy
it.
Fortunately, there is air-conditioning. It is often said
that air conditioning has made a significant contribution to
the economic boom in Asia in the 1970s and ‘80s, allowing
productivity to jump dramatically and allowing people to
work longer hours. The siesta in Indonesia’s and in all of Asia’s
cities is definitely a thing of the past.
The bad thing about air-conditioning is that you risk
catching a cold. Especially in our air-conditioned trains, many
passengers bring warm jackets and shawls so they won’t
come off the train sneezing.

Wining and Dining
Indonesian food is cheap, the variation is immense,
especially if you count all the restaurants with an international cuisine, and the quality is good. There are unlimited
options to invite your business partners for a meal or a drink.
On the latter, the availability of alcoholic drinks is restricted.
Even beer and wine are hard to come by. Liquor shops do not
exist. Most Indonesians never drink alcohol.
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Your Right Hand
Most Indonesians realize that life abroad is different,
but we’ll never be to use our left hand to give or receive
something. From our point, the right hand is the only right
hand. The left hand, on the other hand, is the inferior one,
because we use it to clean ourselves after using the toilet.
Please always use your right hand, wherever and with
whomever you are to give and to accept things.

Religion
Although Indonesia is a secular state. Yet, the state
philosophy, called Panca Sila (Five Virtues) mentions that all
Indonesians must adhere to one of the acknowledged
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religions: Islam, Christianity, Buddhism or Hinduism. It is very
difficult to find an Indonesian atheist, because atheism and
communism have been synonyms for a long time. Indonesia,
which has the world’s largest number of Muslims, goes
through a process of deepening religious experience. Not only
more and more nominal Muslims become more pious, the
same goes for Christians, Buddhists and Hindus.
Scheduling a meeting is best done taking into account
prayer times. Friday is the most important day for Muslims.
The midday prayer is the most important prayer of the week.
Therefore, it’s best to plan a meeting so it ends well before
noon or starts after 2 PM.

Dress Code
Our everyday outfits are rather Western and informal.
Jeans, baseball caps and T-shirts are common throughout the
country. Business suits are expected mainly during formal
occasions.
Batik has seen a remarkable revival. Wearing batik is
short of making several statements: I am Indonesian, I
support Indonesian traditions, and I support Indonesian
businesses. Foreign visitors wearing batik (or the woven ikat)
express that they honor their hosts and support Indonesia.
So, set aside time to go shopping for a few batik shirts with
long sleeves.
They’ll keep you cool.
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Basa-basi
Understanding the concept of basa basi is an essential
element of communicating with Indonesians. It can best be
translated as small talk. Sometimes it is easy to detect. When
you hear “Ayo, main ke rumah” (“come let’s have fun at my
place”) it is an open invitation, even if it is repeated several
times during the conversation. The proper response is to
acknowledge that you will certainly do so –eventually, if at all.

Shoes
Eventually, if you are formally invited to come over for
a chat and a snack, it is customary to take off your shoes at
the doorstep. ‘Modern’ affluent families these days tend to
adopt the western practice of wearing shoes inside the house.
Just before entering the house glance quickly to see if the
host is wearing sandals, goes barefoot or is wearing shoes. If
Doing Business in Indonesia

it is shoes, then you will certainly be encouraged not to
bother to take yours off.
After the shoe ritual, you will shake hands with the
hosts. Of course, the Bapak is greeted first and after that the
Ibu of the house and then children or other relatives, if
present. Remember to just slightly touch their hands and not
to squeeze. Kissing as a welcome or goodbye is not done. The
children and other relatives may soon evaporate to other
rooms, while you will sit down with bapak and ibu.

Gifts
Maybe you brought something for your hosts. Flowers are
generally not given during a visit. Flowers are for weddings
and funerals. Or during courtship. A souvenir from your
country will be happily received. It is polite for the hosts to
accept your gift with weak protests that you should not have
the trouble. Next, the gift will be put aside unopened and the
conversation starts. Don’t feel surprised or upset; to us it is
not done to open a present immediately or in the presence of
the giver. It may be explained as being greedy or as
unacceptable curiosity. And if we would not be pleased with
the present, the giver may be disappointed to see our facial
expression. So, the best thing is to open presents after the
guests have left.
Conversation during a visit are light, full of jokes and
shallow.
In most parts of Java, it is polite not to touch the drink
or the snack until the hosts have almost forced you to do so.
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And then, while drinking, even if you feel very hot and thirsty,
you are not supposed to empty the glass completely, unless
you would like to be known as a person who is uncivilized. A
polite visitor will take a few small sips only and a small bite of
the snack and finish the rest quickly after having requested
permission to go home. In other parts of Indonesia, not
finishing your drink and leaving it untouched until the last
second of the visit is considered impolite, so there you must
demonstrate a different behavior unless you would like to
become known locally as someone from Java.
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Be Seen
Several years ago, newspapers reported about dock
workers in Batam going berserk, destroying most of the
facility and burning cars. Al because an expatriate supervisor
had insulted them calling them "stupid Indonesians". A police
officer, trying to calm them down was greeted with cheers for
saying that all foreigners insulting Indonesians should leave
the country.
The incident is a stark reminder that expatriates may
have problems adjusting to how things are done in Indonesia.
In a logical response, expats may distance themselves from
'the crowd'. It's a course for disaster waiting to happen.
Many problems can be avoided with very little effort.
If you have your office or factory in Indonesia, make a point to
be seen and be heard: get out of your office regularly and
spend some time on the shop floor.
That’s how you build a supportive relationship with as
many of your workers as possible or ensure that they
understand what you mean by quality. Chat and joke with
them, be interested in them. Solve problems together with
them.
Whatever happens: don't ever raise your voice, but
solve issues behind closed doors.
The secret is to be a real and caring bapak (father
figure) or ibu (mother figure). Nonsense? Anything but!
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Indonesia’s president Jokowi, ever since he was the mayor
Surakarta has made it a point, or better still, a key policy to
show up unannounced. Either in a market, an isolated village
or any other place where he needs to see what is going on in
real life. The phenomenon is called blusukan. The people love
him for it. Just search YouTube for ‘blusukan Jokowi’.

Sounds
“You know, Indonesia is a very noisy country,” a
foreign colleague said. He was right. Indonesia is a noisy
country. Car and bike mufflers are modified to create more
decibels. In supermarkets and shopping malls hard rock and
Metallica blear from the speakers.
Silence to us is scary. Graveyards are silent and those
are the scariest part of any town or city. Silence creates
opportunities for invisible entities to travel outside of the
graveyards. Ghosts, spirits and doing business in Indonesia; is
it far-fetched? Maybe not.
More on these topics can be found in our free travel
and culture eBook Enjoying Indonesia.
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On the Other Hand

T

he emphasis, in the previous chapter, on building a strong
relationship with Indonesians is not without reason. Doing
business in a foreign country, such as Indonesia, is not
necessarily a walk in the park.
Your business partners may deviate from agreements
for all sorts of reasons. Often, those reasons make no sense to
you. No matter how perfect your contracts are, enforcing
them is a different ballgame. The courts in Indonesia are not
without bias. The law may not be in your favor, even if it
should.
Although Indonesia no longer is at the very bottom of
the most corrupt countries, corruption is still pervasive. On
the other hand, Indonesia has a very effective Anti-Corruption
Agency (KPK). It is so effective that legislators do no tire of
trying to weaken it again and again. At this point in time, KPK
mainly deals with major corruption among political elite, and
civil servants: legislators, party leaders, tax office, ministries,
governors, and mayors. So far, there has been little time to
address corruption in the universe of the business world.
Still, it doesn’t hurt to get in touch with KPK at Jln.
Kuningan Persada Kav. 4, Jakarta for some advice on
corruption prevention.
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Einstein’s Theory of Relativity

I

t’s a challenge to apply Einstein’s General Theory of Relativity
to Indonesia’s business community. Having said that, if you
feel overwhelmed with all the idiosyncrasies that your
Indonesian counterparts throw at you, try to see the relativity
of it all. You will certainly make errors in your behavior or
utter the wrong Indonesian words. Yet, lightning will not
strike you, heavenly monsters will not eat you.
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Just smile, joke and everything will be fine. Not taking
yourself too seriously and ‘stepping down’ from your pedestal
as a foreigner will make a strong impression.
Doing business in Indonesia is just that simple.
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Indonesia Fact Sheet

1

Political system:
Head of State:
Government:

Political parties:
Capital:
Population
Growth rate
Urban population
Unemployment:
Poverty
Infant Mortality Rate
Maternal Mortality rate
Life expectancy
Literacy rate:
Human Development Index

Corruption Perception Index

Economy
GNI (2015):
GNI PPP (2015)
Govt. budget for education
Currency:

Democracy
President (Joko ‘Jokowi’ Widodo)
DPR (House of Representatives)
and MPR (People’s Consultative
Assembly -Senate)
15
DKI Jakarta
260 million (2016 estimate)
1.2% (2015 estimate)
54% (2015 estimate)
5.8% (2016)
11.2 percent (2015)
27 per 1,000 (2015)
126 per 100,000 (2015)
69 years (female: 71, male 69)
95% (2015)
0.684. Ranking: 110 out of 188
countries; the higher the index,
the worse
Score 36 (2015), rank 88 out of
168.

US$ 3,404/capita
US$ 10,680/capita
20% of public spending (2012)
Rupiah (approx. Rp. 12,000 to the
US$, Rp. 14,500 to the Euro

Sources of sections on Population and Economy: Human Development Report,
UNDP, Asia Development Bank, World Bank, The World Factbook,
Transparency Intl.
1
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(2016)
Size:

Archipelago, 1.9 million square
kilometers, 18,108 islands,
108,920 km2 (68,075 sq. miles)
coastline. Distance from northernmost tip of Sumatra to
easternmost tip of Papua is
equivalent of Nova Scotia across
the Atlantic Ocean to Gibraltar or
from Ireland to Iran. The total
landmass equals three times the
size of the state of Texas, USA.

Topography:

Mountainous tropical rainforests
and low coastal areas. 300 active
and sleeping volcanoes, snowcapped mountain range in Papua,
arid grasslands in Eastern
Indonesia

Time zones

3 time zones:
GMT +7: for Sumatra and Java,
(Western Indonesian Time),
GMT +8: for Kalimantan,
Sulawesi, Bali, Maluku, West
Nusa Tenggara, East Nusa
Tenggara (Central Indonesian
Time),
GMT +9: Papua (East Indonesian
Time)

Climate:

Humid, tropical monsoon (two
seasons: dry and rainy), daytime
temperatures varying from 240 C
to 350 C at sea level.
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Language:

Indonesian (Bahasa Indonesia).
More than 300 local languages.
Hundreds of dialects.

Ethnicity:

Over 300 ethnic groups. Javanese
and Sundanese are the most
numerous ethnic groups (42%
and 15% respectively). Others
include Ambonese, Banten,
Batak, Badui, Balinese, Bugis,
Chinese, Dayak, Madurese,
Malay, Minangkabau, Papua,
Sasak, Sumba, Sumbawa,
Sundanese, Tenggerese,
Timorese, Toraja,

Religion:

85% Muslim, with minorities of
Buddhists, Hindus, Christians,
and animists.

Industries:

Natural gas, coal, crude oil, palm
oil, rubber, coffee, tea, processed
food, spices, timber, plywood,
furniture, handicrafts, textiles,
clothing, shoes, cement,
fertilizer, minerals, vehicle and
aircraft assembly, plastics,
tourism

Environment:

2.3 tons CO2 emission/capita

Voltage:

220 Volts, West European two
and three pin (grounded)
sockets, some hotels also have
US two and three pin flat sockets
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More Sources

Also visit Indonesia-ok
Development
Asia Development Bank –free downloads of country data in
PDF format
United Nations Development Program publishes the annual
Human Development Report –free download in PDF format
UNICEF, the United Nations Children Fund –free download in
PDF format of the annual report State of the World’s Children
Banks
Bank BCA, one of the most popular consumer banks
CIMB Niaga
BNI Bank Negara Indonesia, one of the State Banks
BRI State Owned Bank Rakyat Indonesia has branches even in
the most remote villages
HSBC (Indonesian branch)
Mandiri is a second State Owned Bank and is Indonesia's
largest bank
Business Services
Alliance Experts helps companies to find new markets in
Indonesia
BALI IDE Business & Visa Consultants
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CI Patents Channel International Patent for help on patenting
and other intellectual property rights issues in Indonesia
Indonesia Office Space Finder
Okusi service agent assists with visa applications, business
services, investments, real estate and more
Chambers of Commerce
Indonesia-Netherlands Association (INA) is the is the official
Benelux Chamber of Commerce in Indonesia
Chamber of Commerce is mostly in Bahasa Indonesia, but has
a buyer-seller section in English)
Currency
Bank Indonesia in English
imq21 real time Indonesian stock quotes and Rupiah
exchange rates
Do’s and Don’ts
Business advice in Dutch
Health Care
SOS Clinics
Allianz list of contracted hospitals in Indonesia
Indonesian hospitals with their national and international
ranking
Investment and Trade
Antheusd are organizers of business promotion events in East
Java, such as Indonesian City Expo and Pameraya Surabaya
BKPM is Indonesia Investment Coordinating Board
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Emerhub market entry services for Indonesia and Viet Nam
jogja-export combines several producers of rattan, bamboo,
wood, silver and batik paintings, handicrafts and furniture
Okusi service agent will assist with visa applications, business
services, investments, real estate and more
tradeindonesia is a B2B forum, also in Dutch and German
News in English
Antara the national news agency with business news in
English
Economist on Indonesia
Gatra weekly has an English language section
The Jakarta Post
The Jakarta Globe
Indonesia News
Inside Indonesia
Taxes
Indotaxcenter is the one stop tax and customs information
point
Transportation
Bluebirdgroup the major taxi operator
Garuda Indonesia Indonesia’s major international and
domestic airline
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Doing Business in Indonesia

No peddling and littering in this area
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Chris Soebroto was born in East Java,
Indonesia in 1947, but received his
education in Europe. He has written
volumes of in-company communications
on cross-cultural learning. Most of his
professional career was in the field of
grassroots development, working for an
international NGO in The Netherlands, Indonesia and
Colombia.
The many years in Europe and his education in cultural
anthropology allowed him to develop an understanding for
the thinking patterns of both Indonesians and westerners.
This unique double perspective is reflected in Indonesia OK!!
(now titled Enjoying Indonesia), the author’s second
publication in 2004 that added lots of details to his website
Indonesia-ok.
‘Jetlag’ the author’s debut was published in 2004. It
provides a simple recipe to prevent jetlag on long
international flights without medication or costly gadgets.
Have a look at Nomore-jetlag.
A third publication is titled Matrozensoep (Sailor’s
Soup), a collection of short stories in Dutch and English.
Another Dutch publication is ‘Rust, Ruimte, Natuurschoon’.
His next publication is ‘Ke Belanda, yuk!’ a travel guide
about The Netherlands in Bahasa Indonesia, for Indonesian
readers.
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